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Introduction

The economic impact of a mega-event has long been re-
searched in urban studies and urban economics. A mega-
event is a major, short-term event which enhances the 
awareness of a destination and has a measurable economic 
outcome (Marris, 1987; Witt, 1988). The G20 Summit, like 
the Olympic Games, is one of the important mega-events. 
Hosting the G20 Summit is an important impetus for ur-
ban development, socioeconomic progress and environ-
mental improvement. Further, hosting the G20 Summit 
would advance the host city’s international awareness and 
business potential. If bidders’ or investors’ perception of 
the host city’s investment potential has increased after 
the G20 Summit, then this would be reflected in the land 
market and generate price premium in the real estate mar-
ket. The positive perception and legacy of the mega-event 
would be capitalized in property prices (Kontokosta, 2012; 
Hilber, 2017).

Although hosting the G20 Summit is supposed to yield 
political and economic benefits, empirical study about the 
effect of hosting the G20 Summit on the land market is 
still lacked. Economic benefit capitalizing on land prices 
highlights the important role of land in urban develop-
ment and economic growth. Land is a basic production 
and consumption factor for an economy. Land price 

movements affect the cost of production, living and the 
distribution of wealth (George, 1879; Huang & Du, 2017a), 
which translates into broader macroeconomic impacts.

Our paper employs a quasi-natural experimental ap-
proach to investigate the impact of the G20 Summit on 
land prices in China. We provide new evidences on the 
impacts of mega-events on the land market in China. In 
contrast to previous studies, we further explore the hetero-
geneous effects and mechanisms through which a mega-
event impacts on land prices.

Our paper’s contribution to the literature is twofold. 
First, we shed new light on identifying and assessing 
the economic effect of the hosting G20 Summit. Previ-
ous studies focus on examining the economic impact of 
hosting the Olympic Games (Kontokosta, 2012; Kavetsos, 
2012; Wang et al., 2015). However, hosting the G20 Sum-
mit is also an important mega-event yielding political and 
economic benefits, especially for China. It is no less im-
portant to estimate the economic impact of hosting the 
G20 Summit compared to an Olympic Games.

Second, our study contributes to the literature on how 
a mega-event affects land markets. Although many stud-
ies have assessed the economic, environmental and social 
impacts of mega-events (Tyrrell, 1987; Kuminoff & Pope, 
2012; Chen et al., 2013; Zhu et al., 2016), there have been 
few studies quantifying the effects of hosting a mega-event 
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on the land market. In addition, a growing number of 
studies examine whether and how public projects or in-
vestments would be capitalized in housing prices and dis-
cuss the implications of such capitalization (Kuminoff & 
Pope, 2014; Hilber, 2017). However, there are fewer stud-
ies about the effects of mega-event on land prices through 
public projects or investments channels.

The next section reviews the literature on the econom-
ic impact of hosting mega-events from theoretical and 
empirical perspectives. Section 2 is background. Section 3 
is the empirical framework which describes the empirical 
methodology and data description. Section 4 presents the 
empirical results. Section 5 explores the potential impact 
channels. The final section concludes.

1. Literature review

There is a large amount of studies on the economic im-
pact of mega-events. Previous studies about the impact 
of hosting an Olympic Games indicate a mixed impact, 
and consistent conclusions have not yet been achieved. 
Hosting the G20 Summit is an important strategy for a 
city’s economic development under the context of regional 
competition for investment. Host city would attract in-
vestors, tourists and public awareness. Valuing the eco-
nomic impact of a mega-event produced by non-academic 
institution has always been criticized for its subjectivity. 
However, rigorous studies for the effect of hosting the G20 
Summit are scarce. Revealing the short-run and long-term 
economic impacts of hosting the G20 Summit and its leg-
acy effects is still needed.

1.1. Theoretical expectations

Hosting a mega-event will spur host city’s economic ac-
tivities and promote the demand for real estate, and raise 
property prices. Hosting the G20 Summit may lead to an 
increase in land prices by three main channels. First, the 
increased infrastructure and transport facilities for host-
ing the G20 Summit would decrease the production costs 
for firms and transportation costs for consumers, which 
would lead to bid up land prices for better access to these 
positive externalities. Second, hosting G20 Summit would 
improve host city’s urban environments and amenities, 
and thus would increase the demand for land and hous-
ing (Rappaport, 2009). As a result, the land market should 
adjust to account for the increased demand by raising 
prices in the short term. Third, the better public aware-
ness and increased development potential of the host city 
would increase outside investors’ and speculators’ de-
mand for real estate, which would also bid up land prices 
(Kontokosta, 2012). If these demand shocks occurred, the 
land prices in the host city would be bid up higher dur-
ing the preparation and post-G20 Summit periods. In the 
preparation period, G20 Summit-related investment and 
increased speculation might promote land demand more 
than supply and result in the increase of land prices. In the 

post-G20 Summit period, improved urban infrastructure 
and environment would increase land prices because of 
positive amenity effects. In addition, positive effects of the 
G20 Summit might bring about longer-lasting land price 
appreciation in the host city than in other cities.

There are other possible price impacts. First, if gov-
ernment officials are concerned about residents’ welfare 
and the host city’s competitiveness, they would match the 
cost associated with the event up to the expected benefit 
and land prices might remain unchanged (Kontokosta, 
2012). Second, if local tax were also raised to fund the 
G20 Summit, as happened in 2004 Athens Olympics, the 
capitalization of the increased expenditure would lead to 
a decrease in land prices (Hilber, 2017). Third, if new land 
supply, fueled by expectation and speculation, outpaced 
demand, land prices would decrease until the existing 
stock were absorbed by the increasing demand (Hilber, 
2017). Fourth, if G20 Summit-related investment and pro-
jects were misallocated and were not economically and 
socially beneficial, it would result in the decrease of land 
prices relative to comparable cities.

1.2. Empirical evidences

Most studies suggested that the economic impact of a 
mega-event is non-negligible (Kavetsos, 2012; Ahlfeldt & 
Kavetsos, 2014). However, the impact of a mega-event on 
the land market has been given limited attention. Residen-
tial and commercial land prices are important indicators 
of a city’s investment potential and economic development 
(Huang & Du, 2017a), and also provide a measure of how 
investors perceive the mega-event.

A few studies have investigated the effect of mega-
events on land markets. Most studies focused on exam-
ining the housing price effects of venue and facilities 
construction (Tu, 2005; Ahlfeldt & Kavetsos, 2014). Most 
studies suggest that mega-event would bring positive ef-
fects on real estate prices. For example, Tu (2005) found 
a positive price effect for property closer to the stadium. 
Ahlfeldt and Kavetsos (2014) examined the effect of the 
two largest stadium in London on housing prices, and 
found that the significant positive capitalization effects 
were large compared with construction costs. Wang and 
Bao (2018) studied the impacts of hosting the Beijing 
Olympic Games on property prices and found that house 
prices increased significantly after the games. Kontoko-
sta (2012) examined the house price effects of hosting the 
Olympic Games based on data from six host cities, and 
found that the effects depend on Olympic-related develop-
ment and investment. Kavetsos (2012) estimated a positive 
price effect following the announcement of hosting the 
2012 Olympic Games in London. Ahlfeldt and Maennig 
(2010) found a significant positive effect of sports arenas 
on land value in Berlin.

Previous studies document a variety of factors that in-
fluence the property price and the property price effect of 
mega-event. The property prices are generally influenced 
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by individual (parcel or housing level) characteristics 
(Kuminoff & Pope, 2014), neighborhood characteristics 
(Huang & Du, 2015), public facilities (Hilber, 2017; Ahl-
feldt & Kavetsos, 2014), environmental attributes (Touseef 
et al., 2021; Du & Huang, 2018), behavioral factors (Zhu 
et al., 2016), policy and institution (Huang & Du, 2018). 
As to the mega-event such as Olympic Games and G20 
Summit, the expected economic benefits may result in a 
significant shift in land prices through the capitalization 
of positive amenities, including urban regeneration, infra-
structure construction and environment upgrading (Wang 
& Bao, 2018; Kontokosta, 2012).

In addition, the literature mainly uses the hedonic 
price method to analyze the effect of externalities on 
neighboring property prices. Some literature examines 
the capitalization effect of positive externalities, including 
mega-event (Wang & Bao, 2018; Kontokosta, 2012), en-
vironmental amenity (Du & Huang, 2017), facilities con-
struction (Ahlfeldt & Maennig, 2010) and urban regenera-
tion (Ahlfeldt et al., 2017), on property value. The other 
literature investigates the negative externalities, such as 
urban disamenity (Touseef et al., 2021), pollution (Huang 
& Du, 2021) and other public bads (Currie et al., 2015), 
on neighboring property prices.

However, many previous studies could not identify 
the potential causal effect of mega-event or externality 
on property prices. It is because of a lack of appropriate 
comparable cities (only comparing between host city and 
host nation), failing to compare post-event outcomes and 
not adequately controlling for other explanatory variables.

To fill gaps, we investigate the effects of hosting the 
G20 on land prices based on difference-in-difference and 
hedonic approach. We also examine the heterogeneous 
and distribution effect of hosting the G20 on land prices, 
which provides new evidences for the effects of mega-
event from China. We further apply synthetic method for 
obtaining robust estimates.

2. Background

2.1. Hangzhou’s preparation for hosting the G20 
Summit

Hangzhou was chosen to host the eleventh meeting of 
the Group of Twenty (the 2016 G20 Summit), which was 
held on 4–5 September of 2016. The probable reason why 
Hangzhou is choosed as the host city is that it has beau-
tiful natural scenery, including world’s famous west lake 
and many other famous scenic spots. In December 2015, 
President Xi Jinping announced that China would host 
the 2016 G20 Summit in Hangzhou. Hangzhou, 200 km 
distance to Shanghai, is the capital of Zhejiang province 
and located in Yangzi River Delta (Figure 1). It covers 
an area of 16,596 km2, with a population of 9.19 million. 
Hangzhou, as the other large cities, had a rapid economic 
growth in the past 20 years (Huang & Du, 2015; Du & 
Huang, 2017). Hangzhou’s per capita GDP is 120,271 Yuan 

in 2016 (amount to $18,107), ranked the 10th largest city 
in China.

The Chinese government attached great importance to 
this summit, as it is the first time that China hosted the 
G20 Summit. The Chinese central government appropri-
ated US$18 billion (almost half the cost of the Beijing 
2008 Olympic Games or equal to the cost of the Guang-
zhou 2010 Asian Games) to Hangzhou for preparing the 
2016 G20 Summit. To prepare for the G20 Summit, the 
Hangzhou city government carried out 605 projects in-
cluding venue construction, transportation infrastruc-
ture construction and environment upgrading, most of 
which began after the announcement of the 2016 G20 
Summit. First, the city government built the Olympic 
Sports Expo Town, encompassing 583.89 hectares, and 
located the G20 Summit venue in that town. Second, the 
city government upgraded the transportation infrastruc-
ture, including building ten lines of urban express road, 
six lines of subway, four lines of urban light railway and 
tunnels. Third, the city government made great efforts to 
renovate and upgrade the urban environment, including 
greening the city entrance area, renovating old neighbor-
hoods’ outer wall and regenerating the street appearance. 
Fourth, in terms of air quality, the government took ac-
tion to close plants within a 150 km radius of Hangzhou 
central area, adding more green traffic measures and traf-
fic control. Fifth, in term of security, Hangzhou increased 
the security service, including police, security check sites 
and devices, following the declaration that it would be 
hosting the G20 Summit.

These public investments and projects advanced Hang-
zhou’s city image, transportation condition and urban en-
vironment, and thus improved the city’s investment poten-
tial. Hangzhou has attracted more outside developers and 
investors to the real estate market since the announcement 
of hosting the 2016 G20 Summit. Many developers an-
ticipated good news and expected the potential economic 
benefit of hosting the G20 Summit, and they bid up land 
prices in the land market.

2.2. China’s urban land market

Since the opening of the urban land market in 1988, urban 
land can be sold as use rights were separated from own-
ership (Ho & Lin, 2003; Zhu, 2005). Local governments 
are the de fact owners of land and they monopolize land 
supply in the primary land market (Tao et al., 2010; Wang 
et al., 2012). They sell residential and commercial land at 
high price for revenue and finance, while sell industrial 
land at low price for attracting investments and firms 
(Ding & Lichtenberg, 2011).

Urban land can be sold to potential users via four 
transaction methods. One is negotiation, which is a non-
market transaction method and requires one-to-one ne-
gotiation (Lin & Ho, 2005). The other three are market 
transaction methods, including tender, auction and listing, 
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which are more transparent and competitive (Huang & 
Du, 2017a). Local government generally sell residential 
and commercial land by market transaction methods, 
while they sell industrial land by negotiation (Cai et al., 
2013; Huang & Du, 2017b).

China’s current land-based development model (so 
called the land-finance or land-revenue model) would 
promote the capitalization effect of holding mega-events. 
Land is used to finance urban construction and infrastruc-
ture investment, which also fuel up the real estate prices 
for capturing land revenues from land market (Huang & 
Du, 2018). Under such background, holding Mega-events 
including G20 Summit and Olympic Games, would boost-
er the land prices (Zhao et al., 2017).

3. Empirical framework

3.1. Econometric specification

For investigating the effect of hosting the G20 Summit on 
the land market, we employ a hedonic price model. Our 
identification strategy is to exploit a quasi-experimental 
approach. In particular, we use a difference-in-difference 
hedonic price model to address the omitted variables 
problem which often plagues traditional hedonic mod-
els. For example, the traditional hedonic models would 
be biased if the G20 Summit were chosen to be hosted in 
an area with high land prices. The difference-in-difference 
estimation model is specified as follows:

1 2log( ) 20
20 .
ict

ict c t ict

P PostG Treat Treat
PostG X u v

= α +β +β + γ ×
+ γ + + + ε

 (1)

In Equation (1), the dependent variable log(Pict) is 
the log of the price of land parcel i in city c at time t. 
Our variable of interest is the interaction term of the 
G20 treat city dummy (Treat) and treat period (PostG20). 
Treat is a dummy variable equals to 1 if land parcel i is 
in the treat group, and PostG20 is a dummy for land par-
cel i transacted after the G20 Summit. The coefficient of 

Treat × PostG20, g, represents the average differences be-
tween host and non-host cities relative to the base time 
period, which is the average treatment effect of hosting 
the G20 Summit on land prices. Xict are a set of parcel-
level control variables. Our data provides land parcel 
characteristics including land area, land location grades 
(there are 18 levels of land location grade, assessed and 
published by city government), 7 categories of land us-
age, 2 types of land source and so on. We control the city 
fixed effect, ui, and year-month fixed effect, vt. In estima-
tion, the effect of treatment dummy, Treat, is absorbed 
by city fixed effects.

3.2. Data description

We constructed a Chinese national land transaction 
dataset, collected from http://www.landchina.com/. It in-
cludes 345,076 land parcels for residential and commer-
cial use, which is traded via market transaction meth-
ods in China from January 2011 to December 2019. It 
includes each parcel’s characteristics such as selling price, 
area, location, land usage, transaction method, date and 
so on. These land parcels were sold by market transac-
tion methods (tender, listing or auction), whose prices 
is determined by market. According to the preliminary 
statistics, 77 percent of land parcels are traded by list-
ing method and 22 percent of parcels by auction meth-
od. More details of definition and descriptive statistics of 
main variables are presented in Table 1.

Our analysis consists of 197 Chinese prefecture cit-
ies. We group these cities into two categories. Hangzhou 
was the treatment group. We also define the other 10 cit-
ies within Zhejiang Province as an alternative treatment 
group, because these cities belong to the “G20 Environ-
ment Protection Cities”. We also assign alternative con-
trol groups and use synthetic control method for robust-
ness analysis. Figure 1 shows the location of our sample, 
which covered almost provincial capital and prefecture 
cities of China.

Table 1. Description of main variables

Variables Definition Obs. Mean Std. Dev.

Land price Price of land parcel (yuan/m2) 345,076 2907.82 6084.32
Land parcel variables
Area The area of land parcel (hectare) 345,076 2.68 3.87
Floor area ratio Floor area ratio for parcel 326,432 4.61 835.39
Year limit Land usage term 264,553 56.03 14.74
Land location grade Grade of land location (grade 1–18, grade 1 has best location) 345,076 5.53 4.59
Land transaction methods
Tender 1 = Land was sold through tendering 2,419 0.01 0.08
Auction 1 = Land was sold through auction 75,087 0.22 0.41
Listing 1 = Land was sold through listing 267,570 0.77 0.42
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other cities after the G20 Summit. Due to fact that the land 
prices in the host city after the G20 Summit may be driven 
up by some omitted variables, we introduce some more 
control variables in columns 2–4. The coefficients on the 
Treat × PostG20 are all statistically significant and positive. 
To address the multicollinearity issue, we employed VIFs 
(variance inflation factor) test and found no significant 
multicollinearity problem (VIFs of main variables is less 
than 5). The coefficient of Treat × PostG20 in column 4 sug-
gests that land prices in the G20 Summit host city increase 
by 22.6% more than in other cities. The above results sug-
gest that the hosting G20 Summit has a significant impact 
on land prices in the host city compared to other cities.

4.2. Heterogeneous effects

4.2.1. Time-varying effect by G20 treatment periods

We next examine how the effects of hosting the G20 Sum-
mit on land prices vary by period. We decompose the 
G20 treatment period into two spans: preparation period 
(PrepG20, December 2015–August 2016) and post period 
(PostG20, after September 2016). As shown in Table  3, 
host city’s land prices increase significantly in G20 prepa-
ration and post periods. Compared with the preparation 
period, land prices increased more in the post G20 pe-
riod, suggesting that positive expectation or anticipated 
capitalization effect of the G20 also raise the land prices 
in the host city.

Figure 1. Map of study cities

Table 2. The effect of hosting the G20 Summit on land prices

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4)

Treat × PostG20 0.392*** 0.364*** 0.291*** 0.226***

(0.019) (0.019) (0.022) (0.022)
PostG20 0.949*** 0.981*** 0.955*** 0.763***

(0.088) (0.086) (0.106) (0.105)
Log area –0.016 0.004 0.011

(0.012) (0.009) (0.009)
Land location grade –0.041*** –0.032*** –0.031***

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003)
Year limit 0.004*** 0.001

(0.001) (0.002)
Floor area ratio 0.268*** 0.258***

(0.009) (0.009)
Constant 6.800*** 6.999*** 5.927*** 6.484***

(0.074) (0.074) (0.112) (0.231)
Land transaction methods dummies No No Yes Yes
Other controls No No No Yes
City fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year-month fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 345,069 345,069 244,943 244,943
R2 0.416 0.434 0.532 0.541

Notes: *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01. Standard errors are clustered at prefecture city level. Other controls consist of land quality grade, land use and 
land source variables. We do not report the coefficient for Treat, as the effect of treatment dummy, Treat, is absorb by city fixed effects.

4. Empirical results

4.1. Baseline results

Table 2 presents the baseline results. Column 1 reports the 
results of regressing land price (in logarithmic form) on 
Treat × PostG20 without including any controls. The co-
efficient of Treat × PostG20 is 0.392, indicating that land 
prices in the host city increased by 39.2% more than in 
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4.2.2. Spatial heterogeneous effect of G20 on land prices

For exploring the spatial heterogeneous effect of the G20 on 
land prices, we define two group of cities (strictly environ-
mental regulation areas and environmental regulation areas) 
within Zhejiang Province as “G20 Environmental Protection 
Cities” according to the G20 Summit Environmental Protec-
tion Program published by the Zhejiang Province govern-
ment. These cities also implemented strict measures of envi-
ronment protection for supporting the host of G20 Summit 
in Hangzhou. The first group of cities, referred to as strictly 
environmental regulation areas (within 150 km distance to 
Hangzhou), include Ningbo, Huzhou, Jiaxing, Shaoxing, 
Jinhua and Quzhou (Treat1). The second group of cities 
are environmental regulation areas (150–300 km distance 
to Hangzhou), including Wenzhou, Zhoushan, Taizhou and 
Lishui (Treat2). We run the following regression:

1 1

2 2

log( ) 20
20 20 ,
ict

ict i t ict

P Treat PostG Treat
PostG Treat PostG X u v

= α +β × +β ×
+β × + γ + + + ε

 (2)

where the coefficients on Treat × PostG20, Treat1 × PostG20 
and Treat2 × PostG20 represent the effect of hosting G20 
Summit on land prices in the different groups of potential 
treated cities.

Table  4 presents the heterogeneous effect of the 
G20 on land prices. In columns 1–4, the coefficients of 
Treat × PostG20 are all significantly positive. The coef-
ficients of Treat1 × PostG20 are only minor significant in 
column  1. However, the coefficients of Treat2 × PostG20 
are not significant. These results suggest that hosting the 
G20 Summit does not have significant spatial heterogene-
ous effects on land prices in other supporting cities.

4.2.3. Heterogeneous effect of G20 on land prices across 
residential and commercial land

We next separate the residential and commercial land sam-
ples and test the heterogeneous effects of hosting the G20 
Summit. Table 5 provides the estimation results. The coef-
ficients of Treat × PostG20 are both significant and positive 
in columns 1–2, indicating that hosting the G20 Summit has 
significantly positively effects for residential and commercial 
land. The effect is larger for residential land than that for 
commercial land. This is because that the benefit of urban 
infrastructure construction and environment upgrading for 
hosting the G20 Summit is easier to be capitalized into the 
residential land price than into commercial land price, espe-
cially in city with restricted residential land supply.

Table 3. Time varying effects of hosting the G20 Summit on land prices

Variables (1) (2) (3)

Treat × PrepG20 0.087*** 0.194***

(0.018) (0.020)
Treat × PostG20 0.225*** 0.256***

(0.022) (0.021)
PrepG20 0.539*** 0.188***

(0.105) (0.019)
PostG20 0.763*** 0.421***

(0.105) (0.020)
Log area 0.011 0.011 0.012

(0.009) (0.009) (0.009)
Land location grade –0.031*** –0.031*** –0.030***

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003)
Year limit 0.001 0.001 0.001

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
Floor area ratio 0.258*** 0.258*** 0.259***

(0.009) (0.009) (0.009)
Constant 6.487*** 6.486*** 6.756***

(0.232) (0.232) (0.206)
Land transaction methods dummies No Yes Yes
Other controls No No Yes
City fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Year-month fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Observations 244943 244943 244943
R2 0.540 0.540 0.533

Notes: *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01. Standard errors clustered at prefecture city level are reported in parentheses. Other controls are land usage and 
land source dummy variables.
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Table 4. Heterogeneous effect of hosting the G20 Summit on land prices

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4)

Treat × PostG20 0.397*** 0.368*** 0.296*** 0.228***

(0.019) (0.020) (0.022) (0.023)
Treat1 × PostG20 0.096* 0.080 0.089 0.052

(0.057) (0.054) (0.083) (0.081)
Treat2 × PostG20 0.043 0.056 0.036 –0.032

(0.036) (0.041) (0.153) (0.146)
PostG20 0.942*** 0.975*** 0.948*** 0.761***

(0.088) (0.086) (0.105) (0.104)
Log area –0.016 0.005 0.011

(0.012) (0.009) (0.009)
Land location grade –0.041*** –0.032*** –0.031***

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003)
Year limit 0.004*** 0.001

(0.001) (0.002)
Floor area ratio 0.268*** 0.258***

(0.009) (0.009)
Constant 6.803*** 7.002*** 5.934*** 6.489***

(0.073) (0.074) (0.113) (0.232)
Land transaction methods dummies No No Yes Yes
Other controls No No No Yes
City fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year-month fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 345069 345069 244943 244943
R2 0.415 0.433 0.531 0.540

Notes: *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01. Standard errors clustered at prefecture city level are reported in parentheses. Other controls consist of land usage 
and land source dummy variables. Treat1, within 150 km distance to Hangzhou, includes Ningbo, Huzhou, Jiaxing, Shaoxing, Jinhua and Quzhou. 
Treat2, 150–300 km distance to Hangzhou, includes Wenzhou, Zhoushan, Taizhou and Lishui.

Table 5. Heterogeneous effect of hosting the G20 Summit across residential and commercial land

Variables
Residential land Commercial land

(1) (2)

Treat × PostG20 0.481*** 0.142***

(0.027) (0.026)
PostG20 1.108*** 0.482***

(0.145) (0.089)
Log area 0.031*** –0.002

(0.011) (0.010)
Land location grade –0.028*** –0.036***

(0.004) (0.003)
Year limit –0.004 0.002

(0.004) (0.003)
Floor area ratio 0.280*** 0.286***

(0.010) (0.012)
Constant 6.467*** 6.477***

(0.304) (0.141)
Land transaction methods dummies Yes Yes
Other controls Yes Yes
City fixed effects Yes Yes
Year-month fixed effects Yes Yes
N 137077 81302
R2 0.550 0.529

Notes: *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01. Standard errors are clustered at prefecture city level. Other controls consist of land quality grade, land use and 
land source variables. We do not report the coefficient for Treat, as the effect of treatment dummy, Treat, is absorb by city fixed effects.
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4.3. Robust analysis

4.3.1. Addressing other policies’ effects

We further test the potential effects of other policies for 
excluding the possibilities that the increase in land pric-
es may be induced by other policies. In 2011 and 2019, 
Hangzhou city government put forward two important 
housing control policies, which may affect land prices. 
The first policy is Restricting Land Prices and Compet-
ing Constructing Public Housing, which published on 
October 18th, 2012. This policy requires that developer 
must bid for constructing more public housing when the 
land bidding price exceeds 149% of the reserve prices. 
The second policy is Withdrawing Housing Purchas-
ing Restricting, carrying out on August 29th, 2014. We 
create two dummies for this two policies (Restricting 
Land Prices, Competing Constructing Public Housing; 
Withdrawing Housing Purchasing Restricting) and then 
interact with the treat variable. Table 6 presents the es-
timation results. The coefficients of Treat×PostG20 keep 
significantly positive after controlling the above two poli-
cies and across columns 1–4. This result confirms that 
the effects of hosting G20 Summit on land prices is not 
induced by other policies.

4.3.2. Parallel trend test

We further test the parallel trend assumption underly-
ing our difference-in-difference approach. We estimate 
Equation  (1) to investigate the dynamic effect of the 
residential land prices responding to G20 Summit, using 
the same control variables. Figure 2 presents the paral-
lel trend test results for the coefficients of interaction 
(treat*yearquarter), which shows the estimated land price 
difference between the treated and control groups. The 
average land price difference is almost statistically insig-
nificant before the announcement of G20 Summit and in 
2013–2015, but began to increase and became positive 
and statistically significant during the construction pe-
riod, which supports the parallel trend assumption of the 
same trend before the event. As Hangzhou city govern-
ment published housing purchasing policy in September 
19, 2016 (15 days after the opening of G20 Summit), land 
prices decreased and the average land price difference 
between the treated and control groups becomes insig-
nificant for 2 quarters. However, it began to increase and 
positive for the most quarters of 2018–2019, which also 
overall supports the parallel trend assumption.

Table 6. Addressing other policies’ effect on land prices

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4)

Treat × PostG20 0.377*** 0.389*** 0.315*** 0.251***

(0.016) (0.016) (0.018) (0.019)
Treat × Restricting land prices, competing
constructing public housing

0.182*** 0.158*** 0.079*** 0.105***

(0.019) (0.019) (0.022) (0.023)
Treat×Withdrawing housing purchasing restricting –0.065*** –0.109*** –0.067*** –0.082***

(0.016) (0.016) (0.016) (0.016)
PostG20 0.538*** 0.550*** 0.440*** 0.224***

(0.057) (0.055) (0.060) (0.062)
Restricting land prices, competing
constructing public housing

0.220** 0.255*** 0.382*** 0.404***

(0.095) (0.093) (0.104) (0.105)
Withdrawing housing purchasing restricting 0.187*** 0.174*** 0.132** 0.135**

(0.069) (0.066) (0.054) (0.059)
Log area –0.016 0.005 0.011

(0.012) (0.009) (0.009)
Land location grade –0.041*** –0.032*** –0.031***

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003)
Year limit 0.004*** 0.001

(0.001) (0.002)
Floor area ratio 0.268*** 0.258***

(0.009) (0.009)
Constant 6.803*** 7.002*** 5.932*** 6.487***

(0.074) (0.075) (0.113) (0.232)
Land transaction methods dummies No No Yes Yes
Other controls No No No Yes
City fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year-month fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 345069 345069 244943 244943
R2 0.415 0.433 0.531 0.540

Notes: *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01. Standard errors are clustered at prefecture city level. Other controls consist of land quality grade, land use and 
land source variables.
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4.3.3. Results of synthetic control method

We next use synthetic control method for addressing the 
concern of using the non-G20 host cities as the control 
group. We use log GDP, log population, third industrial 
output ratio, log investment, log foreign direct investment 
as predictor variables for constructing synthetic control 
group and calculating the weights. Table  7 presents log 
land prices predictor means for treated and synthetic 
group, comparing the pretreatment characteristics be-
tween actual Hangzhou and synthetic Hangzhou. As seen, 
the land prices predictor means between treated and syn-
thetic group is close, and seems to provide a suitable con-
trol group for Hangzhou.

Table 7. Log land price predictor means

Variables Treated group Synthetic group

Log per capita GDP 18.283 18.445
Log population 6.568 6.632
Share of third industrial 
output

54.136 54.472

Log per capita FDI 17.613 17.772
Log per capita fixed 
investments

15.058 15.179

Figure 3 shows displays the log land prices for 
Hangzhou (treated group) and its synthetic counterpart 
(weighted average of other Chinese cities). There is paral-
lel trend for the land prices among treated and synthetic 
control groups before the hosting G20 Summit. The log 
land prices of treated group respond with a lag and then 
significantly rise after the G20 Summit compared to syn-
thetic control group. However, the log land prices of syn-
thetic control group decrease in 2017, and the price differ-
ence between treated and synthetic control groups become 
much larger after the G20 Summit. The result of synthetic 
control method again confirms the above results and the 
assumption of parallel trend.

Figure 2. Parallel trend test (95% confidence intervals) 5. Impact channels of hosting the G20 Summit on 
the land market

We further investigate the channels through which hosting 
the G20 Summit affects host city’ land prices. Although 
the above analysis suggests that land prices increased in 
Hangzhou during and after the 2016 G20 Summit, it is 
important to explore which actions or investments were 
effective in increasing Hangzhou’s land prices, to guide fu-
ture policy intervention. Four major kinds of investments 
were implemented during the preparation period: venue 
construction, transportation infrastructure construction, 
urban environment upgrading and air quality protection. 
Distinguishing between these actions is difficult, for they 
overlap in time and their effects take time to emerge and 
dissipate. This section focusses on the location and timing 
of venue and transportation infrastructure construction 
in Hangzhou.

Figure 4 shows the spatial locations of the G20-related 
venue, transportation infrastructure projects and selected 
land parcels. As shown, the selected land parcels are spa-
tially distributed over all eight districts of Hangzhou and 
have much variance in distance to the G20-related venue 
or transportation infrastructure projects.

Figure 3. Result of synthetic control method

Figure 4. G20 venue, transportation infrastructure projects and 
land parcels
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5.1. Impact of G20 venue construction on land prices

Table 8 reports the results for the impact of G20 main venue 
construction on land prices. In column 1, the coefficient on 
10 km distance to Venue×PostG20 is statistically insignifi-
cant. The results in columns 2–3 show that the coefficients 
of 10–20  km distance to Venue×PostG20 and 20–40  km 
distance to Venue×PostG20 are both significantly positive. 
Column 4 shows that the land near the G20 venue has a 
significant price premium after the G20 Summit. Compar-
ing the coefficients in column 4, the proximity value of the 
G20 venue is largest with 10–20 km distance to the venue, 

To examine the effects of G20-related investment 
projects on land prices, we use a set of dummy variables 
for different levels of distance to the G20 main venue or 
transportation infrastructure junction, including <10 km, 
10–20 km and 20–40 km. Compared to the previous lit-
erature of the externalities effects on nearby housing price, 
our sample divisions for distance are larger as our land 
transaction data sample are more spatially dispersed. We 
also control land parcel characteristic, locational (land lo-
cation grade, distance to CBD, distance to closest subway 
and bus station), and environmental attributes (distance to 
West Lake, Xixi Wetland, and Qiantang River).

Table 8. Effect of G20 main venue construction on land prices

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4)

<10 km distance to Venue
×PostG20

–0.062 0.515***

(0.125) (0.143)
10–20 km distance to Venue
×PostG20

0.509** 0.857***

(0.184) (0.216)
20–40 km distance to Venue
×PostG20

0.398** 0.674***

(0.120) (0.110)
<10 km distance to Venue –0.176 –0.034

(0.106) (0.324)
10–20 km distance to Venue –0.049 0.032

(0.083) (0.213)
20–40 km distance to Venue 0.002 0.099

(0.155) (0.088)
Log area –0.040 –0.043 –0.037 –0.051

(0.051) (0.050) (0.053) (0.053)
Land location grade –0.124*** –0.117*** –0.119*** –0.123***

(0.024) (0.023) (0.029) (0.027)
Year limit 0.010 0.012 0.012 0.014

(0.009) (0.009) (0.010) (0.009)
Floor area ratio 0.203** 0.199** 0.199** 0.205**

(0.070) (0.074) (0.072) (0.069)
Log distance to CBD –0.401** –0.366* –0.360* –0.403*

(0.164) (0.167) (0.174) (0.188)
Log distance to closest subway station 0.079 0.060 0.066* 0.070*

(0.045) (0.039) (0.034) (0.035)
Log distance to closest bus station –0.158** –0.151** –0.150** –0.163**

(0.063) (0.059) (0.064) (0.058)
Log distance to West Lake –0.201 –0.193 –0.212 –0.209

(0.189) (0.183) (0.164) (0.169)
Log distance to Xixi Wetland –0.101 –0.127 –0.143 –0.101

(0.133) (0.118) (0.129) (0.128)
Log distance to Qiantang River –0.029 –0.001 –0.005 –0.012

(0.075) (0.076) (0.080) (0.084)
Constant 16.913*** 16.357*** 16.664*** 16.612***

(1.200) (1.084) (0.969) (1.238)
Land transaction methods dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes
Other controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
District fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 390 390 390 390
R2 0.711 0.716 0.712 0.727

Notes: *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01. Standard errors clustered at prefecture city level are reported in parentheses. Other controls consist of land usage 
and land source dummy variables. Land location grade represents location quality.
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second in 20–40 km distance to the venue and least within 
10  km distance to the venue. Compared to existing evi-
dence that sports facilities influence property values within 
a range of 3–5 km (Ahlfeldt & Maennig, 2010; Ahlfeldt & 
Kavetsos, 2014), the impact of the G20 main venue on land 
prices is much larger and within a wide range of 0–40 km.

5.2. Impact of transportation infrastructure 
upgrading on land prices

To prepare for the G20 Summit, Hangzhou city imple-
mented two main transportation infrastructure upgrad-
ing projects. One was the G20-related expressway, named 

the airport expressway, connecting the G20 venue and the 
airport. The other was the Zizhi Tunnel, the city’s fourth 
arterial highway, which improved the connectedness of 
the west and east areas of Hangzhou to the east of city. 
These two key projects improved Hangzhou’s transporta-
tion infrastructure and investment environment. They are 
hypothesized to increase land prices in the areas of benefit.

Table 9 presents the results of the effect of G20-related 
expressway construction on land prices. In column 4, land 
parcels near the G20-related expressway increased after 
the G20 Summit. In comparison, land prices increased 
more at a 10–40 km distance from the expressway than 

Table 9. Effect of G20 related express way construction on land prices

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4)
<10 km distance to G20 Expressway
×PostG20

–0.003 0.527***

(0.183) (0.157)
10–20 km distance to G20 Expressway
×PostG20

0.388 0.911**

(0.315) (0.367)
20–40 km distance to G20 Expressway
×PostG20

0.496*** 0.805***

(0.129) (0.123)
<10 km distance to G20 Expressway –0.011 0.081

(0.144) (0.203)
10–20 km distance to G20 Expressway –0.092 0.002

(0.110) (0.120)
20–40 km distance to G20 Expressway –0.008 0.053

(0.161) (0.066)
Log area –0.036 –0.035 –0.045 –0.047

(0.051) (0.049) (0.050) (0.049)
Land location grade –0.117*** –0.116*** –0.122*** –0.117***

(0.028) (0.025) (0.032) (0.031)
Year limit 0.011 0.012 0.012 0.014

(0.008) (0.008) (0.009) (0.008)
Floor area ratio 0.200** 0.195** 0.205** 0.202**

(0.068) (0.072) (0.070) (0.065)
Log distance to CBD –0.354* –0.354* –0.377* –0.352*

(0.166) (0.167) (0.167) (0.176)
Log distance to closest subway station 0.067 0.061 0.063 0.061

(0.047) (0.041) (0.037) (0.039)
Log distance to closest bus station –0.147* –0.154** –0.139* –0.157**

(0.069) (0.064) (0.061) (0.065)
Log distance to West Lake –0.208 –0.211 –0.214 –0.230

(0.177) (0.182) (0.160) (0.167)
Log distance to Xixi Wetland –0.134 –0.129 –0.125 –0.120

(0.137) (0.133) (0.132) (0.141)
Log distance to Qiantang River 0.001 0.002 –0.004 0.011

(0.069) (0.071) (0.082) (0.071)
Constant 16.398*** 16.460*** 16.562*** 16.254***

(1.103) (1.139) (1.026) (0.908)
Land transaction methods dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes
Other controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
District fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 390 390 390 390
R2 0.708 0.712 0.715 0.726

Notes: *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01. Standard errors clustered at prefecture city level are reported in parentheses. Other controls consist of land usage 
and land source dummy variables.
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within 10 km. This suggests that the capitalization effects 
of the G20-related expressway on land prices are larger 
over 10 km away.

Table 10 provides the results of the effect of G20-relat-
ed tunnel construction on land prices. Column 4 shows 
that land parcels near the G20-related tunnel increased in 
price after the G20 Summit. In comparison, land prices 
increased more at 10–40  km from the expressway than 
within 10 km. These results are similar to those of the ef-
fect of the G20-related expressway on land prices.

Overall, the above micro parcel–level analysis of land 
prices within Hangzhou city shows that both G20 venue 
and transportation infrastructure construction raise land 
price after the G20 Summit.

Conclusions

Based on national land transaction data, our study pro-
vides empirical evidences for the effects of the 2016 G20 
Summit on the land market. First, we find that the G20 

Table 10. Effect of G20 related tunnel construction on land prices

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4)

<10 km distance to G20Tunnel
×PostG20

0.005 0.547***

(0.161) (0.115)
10–20 km distance to G20Tunnel
×PostG20

0.556** 0.912***

(0.186) (0.220)
20–40 km distance to G20Tunnel
×PostG20

0.429** 0.700***

(0.154) (0.167)
<10 km distance to G20Tunnel –0.111 –0.069

(0.165) (0.231)
10–20 km distance to G20Tunnel –0.073 –0.036

(0.084) (0.098)
20–40 km distance to G20Tunnel –0.001 0.042

(0.207) (0.107)
Log area –0.037 –0.040 –0.036 –0.047

(0.050) (0.048) (0.058) (0.054)
Land location grade –0.122*** –0.118*** –0.120*** –0.124***

(0.028) (0.022) (0.033) (0.032)
Year limit 0.010 0.013 0.012 0.014

(0.008) (0.008) (0.010) (0.009)
Floor area ratio 0.202** 0.198** 0.201** 0.205**

(0.070) (0.072) (0.073) (0.068)
Log distance to CBD –0.379* –0.384* –0.335* –0.392*

(0.172) (0.172) (0.164) (0.188)
Log distance to closest subway station 0.076 0.063 0.062* 0.070

(0.050) (0.041) (0.032) (0.038)
Log distance to closest bus station –0.152* –0.150** –0.148** –0.160**

(0.067) (0.058) (0.064) (0.061)
Log distance to West Lake –0.202 –0.185 –0.220 –0.207

(0.184) (0.182) (0.164) (0.168)
Log distance to Xixi Wetland –0.107 –0.135 –0.133 –0.099

(0.153) (0.122) (0.143) (0.156)
Log distance to Qiantang River –0.018 –0.004 –0.004 –0.012

(0.072) (0.073) (0.079) (0.078)
Constant 16.606*** 16.546*** 16.372*** 16.520***

(1.092) (1.070) (1.037) (0.967)
Land transaction methods dummies 16.606*** 16.546*** 16.372*** 16.520***

Other controls (1.092) (1.070) (1.037) (0.967)
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
District fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 390 390 390 390
R2 0.709 0.717 0.711 0.727

Notes: *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01. Standard errors clustered at prefecture city level are reported in parentheses. Other controls 
consist of land usage and land source dummy variables.
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Summit significantly increases land prices in the host city 
by 22.6%. The economic benefit of hosting the G20 Sum-
mit would be about 51.1 billion yuan (7.6 billion dollar) 
annually (22.6%×226.2 billion yuan of land sale revenue 
in the primary land market of Hangzhou in 2017), which 
is less than the amount of investment, 120 billion yuan. 
However, considering the capitalization effect of hosting 
G20 Summit on the real estate market and the increase 
of business environment, the benefit would be larger and 
probably more than the cost, which need further study. 
Second, we find spatial and temporal heterogeneous ef-
fects of the G20 Summit on the land market. The impact 
of the G20 Summit on the land market is larger in the 
post-G20 period than that in the preparation period. 
Third, we find evidence for sizable spatial heterogene-
ous effects of the G20 Summit on land prices. Fourth, we 
also investigate the mechanisms through which hosting 
the G20 Summit affects the land market and find that the 
capitalization effects of G20 venue construction and trans-
portation infrastructure upgrading on land prices are the 
two significant channels.

Our study offer several policy implications. First, host-
ing the G20 Summit can have positive effects on the land 
market in the host city, implying a positive economic 
benefit. However, this capitalization effect may have unin-
tended consequences. The increased land prices may raise 
the cost of living and production, and thus would harm 
the city’s competitiveness. The governments should realize 
the land price effect of mega-event and regulate the land 
market for suppressing prices. The capitalization effect of 
public investment has a perverse effect in that it benefits 
property owners rather than the host city’s newcomers and 
renters. The government should use property tax for value 
capture and subsidize the worse-off newcomers and rent-
ers. Further, given the large amount of capital, resources 
and investment provided to host the mega-event, issues of 
equity, distributional justice and efficiency should become 
an important concern for public policy. The government 
should well understand the heterogeneous effects of the 
mega-event’s and implement the balance development 
policy for improving region’s efficiency and equity under 
the mega-event.

Our study relates to the literature on cost-benefit anal-
yses of mega-events. We explore the land market impacts 
of the G20 Summit, taking Hangzhou as a case. Whether 
our results can apply to other G20 Summit cities need fur-
ther study. The effects of hosing G20 Summit may depend 
on city’s size, industry structure, development stage and 
project investments. However, our analysis and methodol-
ogy would enlighten further research on the capitalization 
effects of mega-events.
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